
Comments on the Bipro document (Thematic Strategy)  
 
Methodology.  
Considered as satisfactory as long as the panel of experts in each country was representative 
of the people using, advising, distributing, registering the PPP and the expert in Environment, 
Health, Economy and Social matters in Rural areas . 
The research made on the impact on the 4th aspects  eco, social, env and health was well 
suited. 
  
 
Comments on the options 
 
*aerial spaying 
They need well defined requirements (not minimum) 
They need also proper aerial spraying and equipments (some systems should not be used), 
because all present ones cannot comply with the above defined requirements. Technical 
control and certification of the pilots and the operation managers by independent auditors 
should be required.  
If those 2 objectives are reached, aerial spraying should not be restricted. And this type of 
application should be used when access to the field is not possible by ground applicators 
without affecting the soil structure. 
IPM could promote aerial spraying , because most of the necessary chemical applications 
decided according to models or after disease or pest monitoring, will be done at the right time 
with just the right  dose. 
No loss of jobs should occur. The only negative socio economics impact will be the non- 
application on the banana plantation in Martinique and Guadeloupe where the small banana 
fields in sloppy areas belonging to small farmers cannot comply with the above. 
 
*PPP free and Natura 
I have some doubt on the volumes presently used in the Natuta areas in 2000. 
 
*systematic data collection 
It is not a measure to reduce the impact of PPP.  
It should be considered as a prerequisite at distributors or farmer level. 
Only used quantities at local level have an real interest. The best size surface should be the 
homogeneous soil or environment area, for instance the “basin versant”, if not the 
administrative area closer to the geographical area. Figures at national or big region level have 
less interest, except for economics of the industry. 
 
The data collection and interpretation could only be of positive consequence because it will 
explain the potential benefit or harm on environment, health and economics.  
The generation/collection of data at local level will have no effect on competitive business 
data protection. 
 
The collection of data should obviously be mandatory at distributor level if not at farmer level.  
Collection by sampling data could be possible in large homogeneous areas 
 
For products with question marks, mandatory information on the real use could be linked to 
the distribution to farmers 
 



Training and certification of users 
*Applicators or manipulators of PPP should be competent in the PPP field.  Certification by 
an independent body is necessary. 
But all the chain of distribution and advisory services should be certified in order to give the 
best instructions to the applicators and to sell the right products. 
 
It will lead most probably to a: 
-reduced number but only expert distributors and advisors, including the field team of the 
distributors 
-reduced number but only experts applicators 
Small farmers or farmers who do not want to be involved in application will rely on specialist 
applicators. 
 
*technical check of equipments 
There are a lot of equipment which are not in state to apply correctly PPP; but there are very 
limited number of experts in this field. 
As the control and repair should become mandatory ,a great number of specialists should be 
“created” and they should be paid either by the farmer for their old equipments and by the 
sprayers companies for the new  sold equipment and the service guarantee (3 compulsory 
checks on the first 3 years could be at the charge of the sprayer companies, who will charge 
most probably the farmer through the cost of the equipment) 
 
 
*Common framework for IPM 
Any way to set up a common IPM EU framework by crop will be appreciated. 
 
*Enhanced protection of water 
The above measures will have a huge impact already on it. 
 
A new additional measure which come in the new eco conditionnality of the new CAP are the 
buffer zones or weedy strips along the permanent or frequent water courses. In very sensitive 
area, where the transfer of PPP to the watercourse could be rapid after rainfall, mandatory 
hedges could be required. 
That will stop or reduce transfer of PPP for superficial waters. 
 
When there are risk of leaching in some soils into the ground waters, that should be managed 
at the product registration level (reduced rates or ban of use in some soil types or during 
sensitive periods: winter for instance) 
If those appropriate measures become mandatory, there is no need to add financial incentives. 
 
Quantitative Use Reduction 
As the use of PPP is a necessary mean in the crop growing process, any mandatory use 
reduction should not affect the result of this process. It should be demonstrated that , on top of 
the other above measures, that this mandatory reduction has positive effect on social, 
economics, health ans environment. Only in this case, they could be justified. If not, they 
should be excluded of the proposals. 
 
In this context, it would be useful that the authorities give regular information    
on PPP interest and risk to the public and the consumers. 
 



 


